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INTRODUCTION

▸ Event displays have tended to be experiment 
specific, requiring installation (often as part of a 
larger framework) 

▸ e.g. VP1, iSpy, ROOT EVE based displays etc 

▸ In recent years, there has been a rise in browser 
based event displays, 

▸ inherently cross-platform 

▸ low entry barrier for users 

▸ e.g. iSpy WebGL 

▸ In 2017 the HSF visualisation white paper identified 
the desirability of having a common event format, 
and a common tool
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http://opendata.cern.ch/visualise/events/cms
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.10309


INTRODUCTION

▸ Phoenix is the event display of the HSF visualisation group: 

▸ Repository: https://github.com/HSF/phoenix 

▸ Demo: http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/ 

▸ Runs entirely in the browser, so scalable and cheap to host 

▸ Uses three.js and angular, nodeJS, NPM (+ other libraries) 

▸ (Also a demo using reactjs) 

▸ Experiment agnostic and extensible by design 

▸ Currently has support for LHCb, ATLAS, CMS and TrackML 
geometry and event data 

▸ And very recently, we saw a demo of FASER using Phoenix 

▸ Accepted for Google Summer of Code (thanks to HSF!) 

▸ 2019: Emilio Cortina Labra  

▸ 2020: Fawad Ali 

▸ 2020 selected by ATLAS as its official web event display
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https://github.com/HSF/phoenix
http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/
https://threejs.org
https://angular.io
https://github.com/9inpachi/phoenix-react/blob/master/src/App.js#L6-L31
https://summerofcode.withgoogle.com/archive/2019/projects/6207853369491456/
https://summerofcode.withgoogle.com/archive/2019/projects/6207853369491456/
https://summerofcode.withgoogle.com/archive/2020/projects/5680564721418240/


DESIGN CONCEPTS

▸ In order to support as many experiments as possible, some key goals: 

▸ Permissive licence and open source (Apache 2.0 Licence) 

▸ Use industry standards  

▸ Simple standard format for Event Data 

▸ Good documentation 

▸ Don’t make experiment specific assumptions  

▸ Make Phoenix configurable, extendable and modular
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WALKTHROUGH 5

▸ This is the homepage, which you 
will see either:  

▸ At the online demo,  

▸ Or if you run locally  

▸ e.g. http://localhost:4200 

▸ Let’s do a very quick walkthrough 
some of the demos  

▸ Aim is to show functionality 

▸ For tutorials, please check the 
user manual 

http://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/
http://localhost:4200
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/blob/master/guides/users.md


WALKTHROUGH 1: PLAYGROUND

▸ In Playground [link], you can open a geometry 
file  

▸ Currently supported formats are OBJ, glTF , 
ROOT, json(gz) 

▸ However Threejs supports a huge number 
of 3D formats, so any of these could work 
too…
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/playground
https://github.com/mrdoob/three.js/tree/dev/examples/jsm/loaders


WALKTHROUGH 2: GEOMETRY

▸ In Geometry [link], you can open the javascript 
console in your browser and programmatically 
add a very simple detector 

▸ e.g.
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var parameters = { ModuleName: "Module 3”, Xdim: 10., Ydim: 
1., Zdim: 45, NumPhiEl: 64, NumZEl: 10, Radius: 75, MinZ: 
-250, MaxZ: 250, TiltAngle: 0.3, PhiOffset: 0.0, Colour: 
0x00ff00, EdgeColour: 0x449458 }; 

window.eventDisplay.buildGeometryFromParameters(parameters);

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/geometry


WALKTHROUGH 3: ATLAS

▸ In ATLAS [link], a default event is opened, and 
geometry is loaded 

▸ Some geometry is hidden by default, but 
can be enabled 

▸ How the geometry is rendered can be 
changed (and it can be sliced open) 

▸ Cuts can be applied to physics objects 

▸ Physics objects can be selected, further 
information displayed 

▸ Or you can search through a collection and 
find the objects this way 

▸ You can have an overlay view 

▸ And we have some builtin animations 

▸ All of this configuration can be saved, loaded 
again, applied by default or passed in by URL 
(next slide)
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/geometry
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/geometry
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/geometry
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/geometry
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/geometry
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/geometry
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/#/geometry


OTHER FEATURES

▸ One possible use-case is that analysers (or 
outreach) would like to give people a URL which 
when opened, loads a specified event and 
specified configuration 

▸ e.g highlight the physics objects used in this 
analysis and arrange the detector to make this 
as clear as possible 

▸ Currently this requires pre-loading the event 
data to e.g. an EOS folder, and then you use a 
URL  

▸ e.g. http://MYSERVER.web.cern.ch/?
file=EVENTDATA&type=jivexml& 
config=CONFIG.json  

▸ Body Level One 

▸ Body Level Two 

▸ Body Level Three 

▸ Body Level Four 

▸ Body Level Five
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EVENT

CONFIGURATION



MENUS AND HELPERS

▸ Phoenix provides lots of functionality to 
help developers 

▸ e.g Phoenix has its own menu system 
phoenix-ui-components 

▸ Phoenix also has many classes to help 
render physics data e.g. 

▸ Many experiments only store limited 
numbers of track parameters, so cannot 
draw a complete curve 

▸ Phoenix provides a RungeKutta 
propagator  

▸ You just need to supply the magnetic 
field!

▸ Body Level One 

▸ Body Level Two 

▸ Body Level Three 

▸ Body Level Four 

▸ Body Level Five
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/api-docs/classes/RungeKutta.html

https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/tree/master/packages/phoenix-ng/projects/phoenix-ui-components
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/api-docs/classes/RungeKutta.html


LAYOUT AND EXTENSIBILITY
▸ Phoenix is divided into  

▸ a core library (phoenix-event-display)…  

▸ and phoenix-ng, which contains the UI and the demo 
app you have seen today  

▸ N.B. The UI is split into a separate package, so users 
can use a different UI if they prefer 

▸ In order to support a new experiment, we need to add the 
geometry 

▸ As mentioned earlier, Phoenix supports many standard 
geometry formats 

▸  And add a new loader to convert event data to phoenix’s 
internal format 

▸ And finally add a new section 

▸ See next slide!
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[link]

[link]

https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/tree/master/packages/phoenix-event-display/src/loaders
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/tree/master/packages/phoenix-ng/projects


EXTENSIBILITY

▸ Two important components here: the 
experiment.component.html file, which 
specifies what is used…
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atlas.component.html

https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/blob/master/packages/phoenix-ng/projects/phoenix-app/src/app/sections/atlas/atlas.component.html


EXTENSIBILITY

▸ Two important components here: the 
experiment.component.html file, which 
specifies what is used…
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atlas.component.html

1. Link back to main Phoenix page

1

2. Phoenix row menu

2

3. Experiment logo, link and info

3

4. Phoenix geometry/event data menu
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https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/tree/master/packages/phoenix-event-display/src/loaders
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/tree/master/packages/phoenix-ng/projects
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/blob/master/packages/phoenix-ng/projects/phoenix-app/src/app/sections/atlas/atlas.component.html


EXTENSIBILITY

▸ Two important components here: the 
experiment.component.html file, which specifies what is 
used and the experiment specific implementation i.e. 
experiment.component.ts file 

▸ Contains e.g.  

▸ The default configuration,  

▸ Default event,  

▸ Loaders required,  

▸ Geometry etc 

▸ And that is it!
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https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/tree/master/packages/phoenix-event-display/src/loaders


DOCUMENTATION
▸ How do you learn more? 

▸ Phoenix has detailed developer and user 
guides, as well as API docs
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https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/api-docs/

CONTRIBUTING.md

users.md

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/phoenix/api-docs/
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/blob/master/CONTRIBUTING.md
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/blob/master/guides/users.md


FINAL THOUGHTS

▸ Very brief overview of Phoenix 

▸ Thanks to everyone who has 
contributed to the Project (especially 
our GSOC students, Fawad and Emilio) 

▸ If you are interested in using Phoenix, or 
contributing, please contact us: 

▸ On our Gitter channel: [link] 

▸ Or via github issues: [link] 

▸ Latest release  

▸ v1.1.0 release notes
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AND A TEASER…

https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/blob/master/guides/users.md#vr-mode

https://gitter.im/phoenix-developers/community
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/issues
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/releases/tag/v1.1.0
https://github.com/HSF/phoenix/blob/master/guides/users.md#vr-mode

